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MAIN IDEA

“Your customers don't care about you, your

products, or your services. They care about

themselves. Content marketing is about creating

interesting information your customers are

passionate about so they actually pay attention to

you.”

– Joe Pullizi

With traditional marketing, you use ads and sales
messages to try and attract prospective customers.
Content marketing (CM) is where instead of
interrupting people, you put high quality content out
into the marketplace for prospective customers to
find. Your help people do what they're trying to do
with no strings attached. The idea is prospects will
then buy more of what you have to offer because it
helps them achieve their goals.

In practical terms, content marketing is really the art
of market ing more by sel l ing less. You
communicate with potential customers and help
them rather than sell to them. You provide so much
ongoing information prospects ultimately reward
you with their business and their loyalty.

Your content becomes "epic" when it engages the
customer and motivates them to take action. To
achieve that, your content must:
• Help the customer solve a problem they have.
• Be consistently delivered rather than one-off.
• Project an authentic voice.
• Have a point of view which positions you well.
• Avoid sales speak or self promotion.
• Be absolutely best of breed.

“As a business, your goal is to become part of the

content fabric for your customers. If you do, selling

to them becomes relatively easy. Your goal should

be to develop and distribute the absolute best

information in your industry. If not, why should your

customers care?"

– Joe Pullizi

How to make epic content marketing work for you

To do epic content marketing well, start with a good view of the lay of
the land. In practice, what you're trying to do is create memorable
stories that people can apply to their own specific needs and
circumstances. You're trying to market more by selling less.
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Job #1 in becoming an epic content marketer is to identify who you're
trying to help. Your goal is not simply to create great content but to
create the kind of content which will make your business grow. To do
that, you've got to know your audience persona.
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Once you know who you're trying to attract, you then figure out and
define your ideal engagement cycle. The engagement cycle maps
out the stages the customer goes through before they buy. You want
to create epic content for each of these stages and get it out there.
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Epic content doesn't just happen by accident. To use content to
attract, convert and retain customers over the long haul, you need to
get the right building blocks in place. Without these, content
marketing will be a one-time gimmick, not a viable strategy.
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To accomplish your objectives, you've got to market your content
effectively. Today, that means spreading the word through social
media and by other techniques. Great content is meant to be
consumed and you need to get the word out when you have it.
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To keep interest in your content high, show what others are
achieving by using that content. You need metrics and a
measurement system which is robust and relevant. This is also how
you get buy-in from your entire organization.
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